(See the ANRL 40th Anniverary celebration on the back pages.)
We Join the Nudist Research Library Consortium
Our library, along with the Western Nudist Research Library, the AANR-Northwest
Library, and the Naturist Education Foundation Library, have joined together in forming
the Nudist Research Library Consortium, so we can legally share our magazine scans.
Each library remains independent in all other ways.
Copyright law has not kept up with the digital age (except in copying music or
films—where the money is). Current copyright law allows libraries to make scanned
copies of published materials in their possession, but not to distribute those scans
outside their own organization. So many libraries have formed consortiums for legal
sharing.
Before the board unanimously agreeed to join the consortium, ANRL president
Paul LeValley explained:
“This is fulfilment of an old promise. The ANRL accepted a lot of scanning
money from many people and regions, with the promise that the resultant scans would
someday be available in various secure locations in other parts of the country. Until
now, we have not figured out a legal way to do this.
We will begin by sharing magazine scans. Because we had a head start on the
other libraries, we do have more magazine scans to offer than any other library can
contribute at the moment. That won’t always be the case. The Western library has
made a strong start on scanning their collection--some of it duplicating our efforts. The
other two libraries have not yet begun to scan. In fact the Northwest library and the
NEF library do not even have a patron computer with Internet access in their buildings-so they will not reap an immediate windfall from the volunteer efforts of the ANRL and
the Western library.
Long-term benefits to us include:
● Eventual access to all materials in the country. We know that each library—

especially the NEF library—has magazines and other materials that we don’t.
● Standardized cataloging. We are painfully aware that our own computers cannot
talk to each other because of different cataloging and dating systems. We have
urged the other libraries to learn from our mistakes, and they are. Eventually, this
will improve our records too.
● Trading of physical magazines. As the other libraries figure out what they have,
we can trade surplus copies to fill gaps in our collection. This trading has already
begun.
Immediate gains include:
● Access to magazines and issues we don’t have. For instance, the Western library
has scanned all 18 issues of the important magazine, Teenage Nudist. We have
only 8 issues. We will also gain immediate access to previously unseen issues of
these magazines: Nudia, Nudist Sun, Nudist Sun Circuit, Sun Era, Sun Fun, Sun
Strip, Sunbathing for Health, Sunny Trails, Sunrise. More will follow.
● Prioritized scanning. The other libraries will quit duplicating our scanning efforts,
and give top priority to scanning things we do not have.
● Repair missing pages. Though the shared files will be read-only, the other libraries
have agreed to let us copy missing pages to tape in our bound volumes, and to
complete our scans. This is standard library practice.
So yes, joining the Nudist Library Consortium has both long-term and short-term
benefits for the ANRL. Moreover, this is only phase 1 of the consortium agreement.
After we get the security worked out, phase 2 will make library materials available at
home (for a fee) to a very few trusted researchers.”

The ANRL Magazine Digitizing Project
by Ed Westen

As a part of the ANRL’s mission to preserve nudist literature and documents
a project to digitize its magazine collection was begun some ten years ago. Money
was solicited from clubs, organizations and individuals to fund the project and a bound
material scanner was purchased and installed in the library. Computer hardware and
photography equipment were obtained, software was installed, and the project began.
There was a steep learning curve and a good deal of trial and error occurred before the
current procedures were finalized.
The scanning of magazines began slowly and it was some time before the output
was very significant. As more volunteers offered their services the weekly schedule of

scanning increased from one or two afternoons to six. As procedures were simplified
and refined, results improved until output reached a peak of more than a thousand
pages scanned in each three-hour shift.
Scanning pages is only part of the work that it takes to digitize a magazine. The
scans (really digital photographs) must be straightened, cropped and their exposures
adjusted. Individual pages must be numbered, collated and collected into folders
according to each magazine issue. Those finished pages are then compiled into a
PDF file and made searchable. The processed digital files are then stored both on a
computer for patron and researcher use and on external hard drives for preservation.
An index of the digital collection is kept current and is accurate and complete.
Tom Bergen, Terry Crump, Mark Silverstein, Ed Westen, Gail Whitherspoon and
Gary Wright all worked long and hard scanning a total of nearly half a million pages.
Lou Cook, Terry Crump, Dave Graber, Sue Nathan, Roger Vonland and Ed Westen
all worked on sorting and organizing the magazine collection so that a comprehensive
inventory could be compiled and scanning facilitated. Lou Cook and Ed Westen did the
processing and wore out several computers over the years. Our best estimate is that
nearly eight thousand volunteer hours were invested in the project, to this point, and our
digitized magazine collection now numbers more than 11,500 items, over 99% of the
library’s magazine holdings.
[Editor’s note: Scanning of club newsletters was a separate operation, with Jim
Sweeney doing the scanning in recent years, and Ed Weston then processing the scans
for placement on the patron computer.]

My Visit to AANR-Northwest Region Library and Archive
Dave Foote, ANRL 2nd Vice President

In the past two years,
as the idea of an interlibrary
consortium was germinating,
I visited three of the four
nudist libraries, and decided it
was time to pay a visit to the
fourth, the AANR-Northwest
Region Library and Archive,
located on the grounds of The
Willamettans near Springfield,
Oregon. A cooperativelyowned nudist park since the
1950s, The Willamettans is the largest nudist resort in the Pacific Northwest.
On July 5, 2019, I was welcomed to this beautiful little library by its founder Mike

Parker, long-time and well-known nudist leader in the Pacific Northwest who, along
with support and contributions from many dedicated volunteers, put in countless days,
months, and years of labor to bring this library into existence. The main building and
a smaller auxiliary building are of the same simple and straightforward wooden frame
design and fit perfectly and attractively within the forested grounds at The Willamettans.
Both buildings were built for the purpose in the early 2000s and are situated close to the
main gate near the park office.
The library’s holdings are small but ample, including a solid collection of major
nudist magazines, books, and videos, plus club newsletters, histories, correspondence,
etc., going back to the mid-20th Century and before. American and foreign nudist
materials are included, and the collection is especially strong regarding the history of
nudism in the Pacific Northwest. During the years of its existence, the library has kept
an excellent and accurate inventory of holdings.
The Northwestern library is a sparkling and well-run little nudist library, well worth
visiting if you find yourself in beautiful Oregon and especially if your interests include
the history of nudism in the Pacific Northwest. Because of limited operating hours, it is
always be best to call ahead and confirm if the library will be open during any proposed
visit.

Bookplate Nudes
by Paul LeValley

Back when only rich people had books, possessors of libraries usually pasted the
family coat of arms inside the front cover. As book ownership expanded, the designs
grew more democratic—often a piece of miniature art expressing the individuality and
interests of the owner. Traditionally, they say “Ex Libris,” Latin for “from the library of....”
Around 1890, about the time the modern nudist movement began,
German artists began putting nudes on bookplates. The fashion
quickly spread through Europe and America. Fidus, the pioneering
nudist artist, offered designs of loving
couples.
But gender balance never caught on,
because men preferred female nudes.
At that time, so did women—though
without the detail of pubic hair. Half a
century later, an Italian artist expressed
it well with a line from Keats. Notice how
he has twisted the body to reveal both
breasts, yet not offend the ladies.

Bookplates are very private art, to be shared with
only a few friends. Some men even had a small erotica
section in their libraries, and asked artists to design
something more specific for those books. Such plates
often involved some kind of harem fantasy.
One unusual
fantasy is labeled,
“On the Way Back
from School.” It
shows a half-nude
boy tied to a tree, while naked maidens dance
around him. Except for a few Cupids holding up
coats of arms back in the 1600s, nude children have
rarely appeared in bookplate art. That is probably
because children and teenagers don’t usually own
expensive books.
The same artist, Mark Severin, also designed a bookplate
for just one book in one library: Shakespeare’s Anthony
and Cleopatra. Though Shakespeare didn’t put that detail
in his play, history books tell us that Cleopatra arrived in
her golden boat, wearing a transparent gown. Here was an
opportunity to legitimately show the female form without the
embarrassment of male nudity. (Notice that the figures in
the background are not children, but female servants, whom
Egyptian artists always depicted smaller as an indication of
rank.)
In another reference to ancient
tradition, we see an author as
athlete wielding his pen (which
is mightier than the javelin).
The owner was apparently
entitled to a coat of arms, but
it has shrunk to a tiny part of
the design. Here is an example
of the book owner drawing his
own bookplate.
On a similar theme, the
bookplate of a composer shows
his muse running to bring him new notes. Artists usually did
not sign such small pieces. This one did: Stretler, 1922.

Another bookplate refers
to music, birds, and books.
The artist, Eugenia Kuznetsova
of Russia, did not sign this one,
but she designed others in a
similar style.
Frank Ivo van Damme
designed lots of bookplates—
including this delightful 1959
girl with hula hoops.
With such a
preponderance of naked
women, it is refreshing to see
Heino Beddig’s 1966 depiction
of a naked man stepping confidently into the spotlight. It
was about time.
Contemporary gay artist, Felix d’Eon offers at
least five male designs that he can personalize for
buyers. All show a nude man reading in nature (with
genitals hidden from view).

So if you don’t already have a bookplate,
now is a good time to describe your
ideas to an artist friend, or draw your own. You have a long tradition to uphold.
Bibliography: The ANRL has two more articles on this subject:
Latour, Henry [Enrico S. Molnar]. “Bookplates and Nudity.” Eden, no. 21 (1965), pp. 32-33.
Wijnberg, Bart. “Ex-Libressen: Naturisme in Het Klein.” Naturisme, 2003-2 (Apr. 2003). pp. 44-45. [In
Dutch; the ANRL has an English translation.]

ANRL Celebrates 40 Years
All year, we have been giving out our anniversary bookmarks, designed by Dave
Carlson. The managers of Cypress Cove were so impressed that they turned them into
banners flying before our building.
We have put occasional articles in The Bulletin to keep people aware of this
milestone year. There will be a history of the library in the fall issue of Nude & Natural,
and a shorter piece in the November Bulletin.
The actual anniversary comes in early September, when few people are here.
So we plan to do what we did for our 35th anniversary, and celebrate with a block party
and open house on Sunday, November 3.
We want all of our members to be a part of this celebration. If you cannot attend
in person, you can still be here in spirit. Cut off the bottom half of this page, write your
congratulatory note, and mail it to us. We will hang it in our window that day. It will be
especially interesting to see from how many places good wishes are coming.

Cut along this line, fold into a card, and mail.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mail to:
American Nudist Research Library
2950 Sun Cove Drive
Kissimmee, FL 34746

Key Dates in ANRL History
1949
1961
1962
1976
1979
1983
1988
1996
2004
2005
2012
2018
2019

Donald Johnson started collecting nudist magazines.
Plans for the ASA to form the Donald Johnson Library fell through.
Jayne Bernard Schuster started collecting club ephemera.
Johnson and the Schusters discussed merging their collections.
Read and Jayne Schuster founded the ANRL at Cypress Cove.
Jim Hadley erected the library building.
Donald Jonson died, and his
collection became part of the
ANRL.
The library building doubled in size.
Library celebrated 25th
anniversary.
Librarians began raising funds for
digital scanning of the collection.
Scanning began in earnest.
Scanning of magazines and
newsletters completed.
ANRL shares scans with the Nudist
Research Library Consortium.

Our founders, Read and Jayne Schuster
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